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It was PRIGOGL'OE who primarily assumed the existence of a thermodyna
mical minimum principle similar to the Gauss principle of mechanics [1]. 
The problem raised by Prigogine was recently soh-ed by GYAR\iATI by 
developing a general variational principle of non-equilibrium thermodyna
mics [2, 3, 4]. Therefore, it is justificd to call this principle the Prigogine 
Gyarmati principle. In the sense of the principle 
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where J i and Xi are the thermodynamic fluxes and forces, respectively. whereas 
Lik and Rik are the conductivity coefficients and resistances, for which On
sager's reciprocal relations are valid. The (1) minimum principle is similar to 
the Gauss principle of mechanics, since the minimum of the "constraint" C 
is zero without restrictions just as in the case of the Gauss principle [3, 4-, 5]. 
In general it can be said, that for the given free forces Xi such irreversible 
processes are taking place in a system, for which the "constraint" C is 
minimum. Formulation (1) of the Prigogine-Gyarmati principle ,~in be applied 
for a constraint problem of electrochemistry. 

Let us consider an electrolite of uniform pressure and temperature~ how
ever, in which the gradients of chemical potentials of K components exist. 
Let us also assume that the electric current vanishes in the system. In such 
a system the diffusional thermodynamic forces (without external forces) 
arc [6]: 

x = - grad (,uk - ,uK), (k 1, 2, ... , K). (2) 

The vanishing of the electric current signifies a local constraint, which is 
represented by the restriction 

o (3) 
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where ei is the specific charge of the ith component, whereas Ji is the current 
density of diffusion. The determination of the actual form of Onsager's linear 
laws o-wing to restriction (3) is an extremum problem, which can be solved by 
using the minimum principle (1). Hence such a minimum of (1) shall be de
termined which is compatible 'with restriction (3) yalid for the diffusion current 
demities Ji • The problem can be soh-ed by the Lagrangian multiplicator method. 
YIultiplying (3) by a vector muhiplicator A. and adding it to the quantity C 
in (1) the derivative oyer the current density components lia. (a x, y, z) 
of the expression obtained shall yanish: 
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Hence the actual yectorial form of which owing to (1), further due to the re
ciprocity of the matrices Rand L will become the following: 

.::E Rile J" - Xi A.ei = 0, (i = 1. 2 .... '. K) . .. , .., (5) 
k 

from which 

(k = 1. 2, .... , K). (6) 

This expression is the linear law belonging to the problem, if we recognize 
that the negative of multiplicator A. is just identical with the electric field 
strength. Indeed, if E = A, we obtain 

k = 1,2, ... " K) (7) 

which is a ,,-ell known expression. With the aid of the principle hitherto un
solyed constraint problems can also be successfully examined. 

The author is deeply indebted to Dr. I. Gyarmati for haying informed 
him on his results which are under publication. 
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Summary 

The form of the minimum principle similar to the Gauss principle of mechanics 
given by I. Gyarmati is applied to the solution of an electrochemical local constraint 
problem. With the aid of the principle and the use of the Lagrangian multiplicator method 
we can directly attain the form of linear laws valid in isoterm electrolitic solutions. By 
means of the principle also other hitherto unsolved local constraint problems can be suc
cessfully examined. 
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